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Abstract: The earliest building phase in Olbia, Borysthenes and the settlements of the Olbian chora is represented by primitive dugouts, carved in the underground. Around the last quarter of the 6th century BC the dugouts in Olbia were replaced with above-ground houses, with a square plan and adobe walls, also cut in the clay subsoil at different depths. These houses appeared simultaneously with the new regular city planning system, implemented at Olbia a short time later than at Borysthenes. Similar houses from the same period are also known to have existed in Histria. This situation demonstrates an idea about the common manner of spatial and urban development of the Greek colonies in the late Archaic – early Classical era North-Western Pontic region.

The earliest stage of inhabited dwellings in the Olbian polis is represented by a well-known type of primitive house, found at a deeper level than the ancient soil, the so-called dugout. According to most recent data Olbia was founded in 620/610 – 590 BC. The earliest traces of human activity synchronous to the period of founding (construction and cult) on the territory of the Olbian Upper city were discovered at the Western temenos (Fig. 1, 1). However, the earliest building structures found among the excavated, which were used for habitation and household purposes, can now be dated no earlier than the second quarter of the 6th century BC. The dugouts had a very simple plan, circular or rectangular, sometimes oval-shaped, with the same basic elements of interior spatial organization – “tables”, “benches”, small pits for standing vessels and amphorae, wall household and oven niches, steps. As a rule they were partially cut in the clay underground (semi-dugouts), usually at a depth of 0.5 – 1.1 m, and few examples were completely subterranean, buried up to the roof. That means that the aboveground walls, usually erected from adobe bricks, had different heights – that together with the underground parts could not have been taller than 2.0 m. Adobe was also used in building the roof, covered with reeds. The roof of a rectangular building could have had one slope with an inclination of almost 40°, sometimes up to 50° to protect a dwelling from seasonal precipitation.

Lengthy debates in specialised literature about these buildings, which were uncommon for the period of the Greek colonization in the extensive region of the Black Sea coast, traditionally focus on the most important topic: how did the Milesians, who founded the Olbian polis, build and used such primitive dwellings for everyday life, while being well-acquainted with the customary Greek house-building in their mother polis? For example in another Greek colony on the North-Eastern Black Sea coast, Phanagoria (founded by Teian colonists), a suggestion of reconstruction pictured the earliest dwellings as simple two-story houses with cellars made of mud-bricks. That means that the evolution of the building process in Phanagoria, from the researchers’ point of view, started without a dugout period. Cellars with adobe walls, which were part of the whole building, appeared simultaneously with mud brick houses. But the scholars who study the process of Greek colonization in the North-Western part of the Black Sea, especially the foundation and spatial development of the Olbian polis, consider that the early building activity situation is more complicated, especially on the topic of the
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